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after you have logged in, you will be greeted with the main interface. this is where you will find all of
the girls that istripper has to offer. each girl is indexed by their name, which you can click to go to
their individual profile page. each girl has a unique profile, which will contain all of the information
they will need in order to perform for you, ranging from bio, stats, a description of the show you can
expect, and a photo. in addition, each profile page contains links to the models recent videos, their
backstage gallery, and their webcam. once you have downloaded a video, its time to begin the show.
after each girls appearance, istripper will bring up a menu for you to select her sex acts. once you
have finished selecting acts, you can then select a vaginal show or anal show. if you arent quite sure
what the girl is going to do, you can also select an oral show, which will allow you to select between
the various oral sex positions and the girl can demonstrate them all. after selecting the show you
want, youll then be presented with an image of the girl and a menu for you to select her preferences.
plus, all the shows are updated on a regular basis, with the newest episodes added the very next day
after they are released, so youll never have to wait to enjoy them. youll also get all the latest
updates and best features, of course. the istripper now has over 1300 downloadable shows to select
from, ranging from solo masturbations, blowjobs, and other types of sex to couples, threesomes, and
even lesbians. you can also get your hands on dvds, and even panties, if you so desire.
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the ladies have the ability to put on the best show for you, that is the very first objective of the
istripper group. the most effective of the best are picked in the istripper club and that implies you
need to select the perfect women, or the ones the most appropriate to you. you might have the

ability to watch the show, and you might have the ability to watch the show in the background. you
might be able to see the girls profile, and you will find out about the preferred, and you can even

have an audio session with the preferred. you might see a strip, or you might see a video. you could
choose to discover her or watch her dance for you. istripper knows that no matter what age you are,
you will still find some of the hottest porn stars around. if you want to find some dirty, kinky action,
you will be happy to know that istripper offers a wide range of fetishes. most of these fetishes are

listed on the site, though some of the more extreme stuff has to be experienced to be believed. so,
not only will you be able to enjoy watching some hot porn, but you will also be able to sample some

bdsm action, which istripper has to offer. there is no shortage of things to do in the istripper girls
store. you can even go shopping in the girls store, so you can stock up on your favorites. you can
find plenty of lingerie, sexy thongs, and even stuff like blindfolds, which is sure to get you into the
mood for some hot action. the istripper girls store is home to over 20,000 quality porn stars, and
more than just the normal porn stars. you will also find: cyber-girls, big-boobies, big-asses, group-

porn, and even lots of virtual reality. it doesnt matter what type of fetish you are looking for, you will
find it in the istripper girls store. after all, there is nothing hotter than watching a sexy girl get down

and dirty with her own dildo. 5ec8ef588b
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